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In Book 1 we talked about how to use the main kinds of nouns. Here they are again to refresh your 
memory. 
 
 

Common nouns  
book,  
toy,  
pencil 

Proper nouns  

John,  
Africa,  
Mr Sharma  
(spelt with a capital letter) 

Collective nouns  
a team of football players;  
a fleet of ships;  
a crowd of people 

Abstract nouns  

Courage,  
kindness,  
hope,  
joy 

 

Uncountable Nouns  
 
Knowing these types of nouns is sometimes useful.  
 
We must remember to spell proper nouns with a capital letter,  
 
But it is much more important to remember the difference between countable and uncountable nouns:  
 

Countable nouns    
a book , 
books;  
an egg 

Uncountable nouns    

rice  
information  
scenery  
advice  

 
Uncountable nouns, you will remember, cannot be used with a or an, nor can they be used in the plural.  
 
Here are some more examples. Look at the nouns in italics. You will see the countable nouns have a or an 
in front of them or are used in the plural. Which nouns are uncountable? 
Each boy had a suitcase. Altogether their luggage weighed sixty pounds. 
There were several books containing a lot of information. 
These chairs are made of wood and steel. A cow eats grass. 
 
 
 



A  Say which of these nouns are countable and which are accountable, and then use them in sentence:  
 

Word Type Sentence 

Scenery uncountable  The beautiful scenery at Khandadhar impressed our friends  

Honesty uncountable The honesty shown by the poor beggar is remarkable. 

Lamp countable  The lamp burns all through the day in our prayer room. 

Apple countable  An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 

Chimney countable The chimney of the factory was destroyed in the cyclone. 

Newspaper countable My father reads two newspapers every day. 

Bench countable  He always occupies the same bench.  

Ink uncountable There is little ink remaining in the bottle. 

Shouting uncountable  Shouting for help, the old man ran on the streets. 

Sugar uncountable  He likes his tea with a lot of sugar. 

luggage countable  Her luggage was too heavy to be carried by me. 

clothing uncountable Please carry winter clothing for your trip to Darjeeling. 

grass uncountable  Grass does not grow well in the shade of a tree. 

fruit uncountable  My grandfather has only fruit for breakfast. 

smoke uncountable  When the building caught fire there was a lot of smoke 

news uncountable  The news of the murder of the leader spread very fast. 

soup uncountable He always has soup for lunch. 

joke countable  The children played a joke on the little boy.  

box countable He keeps all his books in an old box. 

strength uncountable  Bheem is known for his strength. 

advice uncountable  My teacher always gives me good advice. 

coat countable  My uncles never leaves home in winters without a coat. 

poetry uncountable  Poetry is not everyone’s cup of tea. 

rain uncountable  The match was cancelled because of the heavy rain. 



writing paper uncountable He always keeps writing paper on his table. 

steel uncountable  Steel is a very strong metal. 

pen countable  My father presented me a pen on my birthday. 

laughter uncountable  It is said that laughter is the best medicine. 

cardboard uncountable  Cardboard is used as packing material all over the world. 

bread uncountable He like to have bread only with jam and not butter. 

Words introducing countable and uncountable nouns 
Some words or phrases may be used only before countable nouns: 
       How many monkeys did you see? 

       Can you give me a few paper clips?  

       He had a large number of friends.  

Some words or phrases may be used only before uncountable nouns: 
      He did not have much information for us.  

      Would you like a little coffee?  

      The teacher gave us a good deal of advice.  

Some words or phrases may be used with either. 
     We bought some eggs and some milk. 
       There were a lot of people and a lot of food.  
 
B Complete these sentences by adding countable or uncountable nouns:  

QUESTION ANSWER 

We were not given much. ^ or many food; drinks  

We have a lot of, and several  helpers; supporters  

He brought home a good deal^ of and some fine ^. money; jewels  

There are many ^ left but not much ^ bananas; soup 

Could you let me have a little more^ please  water  

The  book contained many ^but not much ^ pages; text  

7In the box were a few,^ and a lot of^ chocolates; biscuits  

In her handbag she carried a little^ and a few ^. money; coins 

There is not much^ but we have plenty of ^. grass; trees  

Have you much^ do tonight?  work  

We have no ^ and we should like some more^. tea; coffee 

She bought several ^, a few, a lot of^, some ^, one or 
two ^,and a good deal of ^.  cakes; oranges; mangoes, sugar, melons, water 



A, An, Some and The  
As we have already seen, d and an are used before countable nouns, while some may be used before 
either countables or uncountables: some books, some rice,  
 
The is known as the Definite Article. It is used chiefly when we mean one particular and the person to 
whom we are speaking knows which particular Thing we mean. often the is Used for something already 
mentioned. Here are some examples.  
 
He picked up a purse and a wallet. There was nothing in the purse but there was some money in the 
wallet. (i.e. the purse and the wallet that we have already mentioned)  
 
Where is the cup with the broken handle? (i.e. not any cup, a particular one) 
 
C   Add a, an, some or the where necessary, Note: in this exercise ^ does not always mean that something 
has been left out. You must decide for yourself.  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

John's mother gave him ^ banana, He ate it and 
dropped ^ s kin on ^ floor 
 
“You must not throw ^ banana skins on ^ floor," 
said his mother.” It is easy to slip on ^ banana 
skin.  
 
John picked ^ skin up and, with angry face, threw 
it into, dustbin ^ just then there was ^ knock at ^ 

door. John’s mother went to ^ door. John picked 
up ^ second banana from ^ bunch on ^ table and 
began to eat it. 
 
Come here, called his mother.’ friend of yours has 
come to see if you can go on picnic. John ran out, 
carelessly dropping ^ banana skin on ^ floor.  
 
 
His mother said he could go on picnic and John 
rushed up to ^ room where he slept. He took , big 
bag and in it he packed^ food, clean shirt, first-aid 
kit, fruit and ^ bottle of water. Then he ran 
downstairs, jumping ^ last three in excitement. He 
did not see banana ^ skin by a Kitchen door. 
John's mother and John's friend heard A bump 
and loud crash. They Turned round and saw John 
lying by bottom stair. bottle of water was broken 
and Food was spoiled. only thing of use was first-
aid kit.  
So instead of going on picnic, John went to 
hospital.  
 
I ‘ll pick up banana skins in future,' he told doctor. 

John’s mother gave him a banana. He ate it and 
dropped the skin on the floor. 
 
‘You must not throw banana skins on the floor,’ said 
his mother. ‘It is easy to slip on a banana skin.’ 
 
John picked the skin up and, with an angry face, 
threw it into the/a dustbin. Just then there was a 
knock at the door. John’s mother went to the door. 
John picked up a second banana from the bunch on 
the table and began to eat it. 
 
‘Come here,’ called his mother. ‘A friend of yours 
has come to see if you can go on a picnic.’ 
John ran out, carelessly dropping the banana skin on 
the floor.  
 
His mother said he could go on the picnic and John 
rushed up to the room where he slept. He took a big 
bag and in it he packed some food, a clean shirt, a 
first-aid kit, some fruit and a bottle of water. Then 
he ran downstairs, jumping the last three in 
excitement. He did not see the banana skin by the 
kitchen door. John’s mother and John’s friend heard 
a bump and a loud crash. They turned round and 
saw John lying by the bottom step. The bottle of 
water was broken and the food was on the floor. 
The only thing of some use was the first-aid kit. So 
instead of going on the picnic, John went to the/a 
hospital.  
 
‘I’ll pick up banana skins in future,’ he told the 
doctor. 
 



 

 


